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Abstract 
 
Given any semigroup presentation S , we may obtain diagram 
group ),( USD  with base point U , where U  is a word in the set of 
generators. In this paper we investigate the relationship of diagram 
groups if new letters are added to the set of generators. These 
diagram groups are found to be isomorphic and closed under finite 
free product. 
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1. Introduction   
 
Diagram groups are groups can be defined as fundamental groups of the Squier 
complexes associated with monoid presentations. The class of diagram group was  
introduced by Meakin and Sapir in 1993. Kilibarda obtained the first result about 
diagram group in (1994, 1997) (refer to [4], [5]). For further details about 
diagram groups and semigroup presentations (see [1], [2], or [3]).  
Let RXS =  be a semigroup presentation. Add a new generator 1x  to the set 

of generators X , and consider the new obtained semigroup presentation 
RxXS }{ 11 ∪=  . The purpose of this paper, is to determine the relationship 

between diagram groups over the  general case of  semigroup presentation 
RxxxXS nn },,,{ 21 K∪= . Then we will prove that for every word U  over  

the set of generators X , the diagram groups 
),( USD ),(, 111 UxxSD ),(, 21122 xUxxxSD ),(, 2112 nnn xxUxxxxSD KK    are 

isomorphic. We will also prove that the class of these diagram groups over the 
semigroup presentations is closed under finite free product. 
 
In this paper we proved the following theorems.  
 
Main Theorem 1: Let RXS =  be a semigroup presentation, add new letters 

,1x 2x nx,,K  to set of generators X , and consider the new semigroup 

presentation RxxxXS nn },,,{ 21 K∪= . Then for every word U  over X  the  

diagram groups ),,( USD  ),,( 111 UxxSD  ),,( 21122 xUxxxSD  
),(, 2112 nnn xxUxxxxSD KKK   are isomorphic.   

 
Main Theorem 2: Consider diagram groups )1,,2,1(),,( += niUSD ii K  
and consider the presentation iS  obtained by adding a new letter ia  to the set of 

generators of the semigroup presentation 1−iS , then the diagram group 

),( nnn aUaSD    is isomorphic to  ∗),( 11 USD
 

∗∗L),( 22 USD .),( 11 ++ nn USD  
 
In our proofs we used techniques of some lemmas and theorems from Guba and 
Sapir (see [ 1], [6], and [8] ). 
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First we recall some theoretical results, necessary in the proof of Main 
Theorems(refer to [1] and [7] ). 
 
Lemma 1: Let )2,1(, == iRXS iii  be semigroup presentations with  

1 2X X∩ =∅ . Let +∈ ii XU . Let 2121 RRXXS ∪∪=   be the free product 

of 1S  and 2S . Then the diagram group ),( 21UUSD
 is isomorphic to the direct 

product of the diagram groups ),( 11 USD  and ),( 22 USD . 
 
Lemma 2: Let )2,1(, == iRXS iii  be semigroup presentations and let 

)2,1(, =iUi  be a word over the alphabet iX + . Let 1X  and 2X  be disjoint sets. 

Suppose that the congruence class of )2,1(, =iUi  modulo iS  does not contain 

words of the form ZYUi , where  ZY ,  are words over  21 , XX  and YZ  are not 
empty. Consider the following semigroup presentation 

}{ 212121 UURRXXS =∪∪∪= .Then ≅),( 21UUSD ),( 11 USD ),( 22 USD∗ . 

 
2. Results 
 
Proof of the Main Theorem 1. 
Let RXS =  be a semigroup presentation. Add a new generator Xx ∈1 , and 

consider RxXS }{ 11 ∪= . Then the diagram groups ),( USD  

and ),( 111 UxxSD  are isomorphic. The isomorphism between these two diagram 

groups is determined by the map )()( 11 xx εε +Δ+→Δ  where Δ  is a diagram 
group over S . 

Every word in the congruence class 11Uxx  of modulo 1S  has the form 

11Vxx   where  V  is a word from the congruence class of U  modulo S  . Thus 

11Uxx   satisfies the condition of the theorem, that is if γδ 1111 UxxUxx =   modulo 

1S   then φδγ = . 

Now if we add a new generator ∈2x }{ 1xX ∪  and consider the 

presentation RxxXS },{ 212 ∪= . Then for every word S  over }{ 1xX ∪ , we 

have the diagram groups ),( 111 UxxSD ),(, 222 SxxSD . If }{ 1xXS ∪∈  then  
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there exists some word V  over X such that 11VxxS = , VU ≡  (modulo 1S ), then 

),( 111 UxxSD ),( 21122 xUxxxSD≅ . The isomorphism between these two diagram 

groups is determined by the map )()( 2121 xx εε +Δ+→Δ  where 1Δ is a diagram 
group over 1S . 

Thus as above method we may obtain 
),( 1211211 −−− nnn xxUxxxxSD KK ),( 2112 nnn xxUxxxxSD KK≅ .        The      

isomorphism between these two diagram groups is determined by the map   

)()( 11 nnnn xx εε +Δ+→Δ −−  where 1−Δ n  is a diagram group over 1−nS .  

 
Proof of the Main Theorem 2. 
In the Main Theorem 1, we have ),( iiii aUaSD ),( 11 −−≅ ii USD , and the word 

iii aUa  satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. By using the lemma 2, we can obtain 

that the diagram group ),( 111 aUaSD  is isomorphic to
 ),( 11 USD ),( 22 USD∗ , 

thus the statement is true for 1=n . Now we assume that the theorem for n  is true. 
Next we must show that the diagram group ),( 111 +++ nnn aUaSD  is isomorphic to

 

∗),( 11 USD ∗∗K),( 22 USD ),(),( 2211 ++++ ∗ nnnn USDUSD . By using the 
assumption of the Main Theorem 2 and applying the Lemma 2, we have 

≅+++ ),( 111 nnn aUaSD ),( nnn aUaSD ),( 22 ++∗ nn USD ∗≅ ),( 11 USD
∗∗K),( 22 USD ),(),( 2211 ++++ ∗ nnnn USDUSD . □ 

 
3. Conclusion 
 
In this study, we proved that if we add the new letters to the set of generators, 
then the diagram groups ),,( USD  ),,( 111 UxxSD  ),,( 21122 xUxxxSD  

),(, 2112 nnn xxUxxxxSD KKK  are isomorphic. We also proved that these diagram 
groups over the semigroup presentations is closed under finite free product. 
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